English including Grammar
Writing
Biography: Howard Carter
Newspaper: Murder of King Tut
Poetry: The Lady of Shallot
Classic Text- A Christmas Carol Charles Dickens

Reading
Whole novels different genres
Poetry by heart
Presentation of information
Summaries

ICT and Computing

Mathematics including Arithmetic

Ra spber ry Pie: prog ram ming at the CLC

Arithmetic

Privacy Rules Pupils learn that children’s websites must
protect their private information. They learn to identify these
secure sites by looking for their privacy policies and privacy
seals of approval.

Addition and subtraction of 4 digit numbers
Multiplication and division by 10, 100, 1000 including decimals
Written method of short multiplication and division with remainders
Addition and subtraction of fractions
Compliments of 1
Square and cube numbers

Reasoning

Year:6

Grammar
Columns headings subheadings tables bullets
Subject verb tenses, active/passive voice, model verbs, adverbs, relative
clauses, direct and reported speech
Colons semi colons brackets hyphens ellipsis single dashes

Science
Livi ng Th ing s a nd their H abi tats.
Describe the differences in the life cycles of a mammal, an
amphibian, an insect and a bird
Describe the life process of reproduction in some plants and
animals.
They should find out about the work of naturalists and animal
behaviourists, for example, David Attenborough and Jane
Goodall
.
Comparing how different animals reproduce and grow.

Term: Aut 2
Mystery and Mayhem

Add and subtract fractions with different denominators
Multiply and divide fractions by whole numbers
Decimals and percentages
Solve multi step problems in the context of measures
Perimeter, area, volume
Area of triangles, volume of cuboids
Draw 2D shapes, find missing angles

PE
Egyptian dancing building the pyramids
Gymnastics-counter balance and counter tension

History & Geography
Learn about the discovery of Tutankhamun’s tomb

Art & DT
Poly-block printing Egyptian Hieroglyphics to make a cartouche
Batik style fabric design Egyptian style

Music
A New Year Carol by Benjamin
Britten
French
Unit 10 Clothes

Latitude, longitude, equator, Northern and Southern Hemisphere, Tropics,
Antarctic and Arctic circle, time zones

RE and PSHCE
Celebrating Difference
Christian festival: Christmas

